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ABSTRACT
To improve the ditching performance of high-firmness grassland, a bionic root cutter based on the contour curve model of Prosopocoilus astacoides' jaw was designed, as well as a grassland root-cutting and ditching device combining the bionic root cutter with the core-share opener. The grassland ditching experiment investigated the horizontal working resistance, ditching stability, and soil disturbance of the three ditching parts. According to the trial results, when the core-share opener was used for ditching in high-firmness grassland, the ditching stability was poor, the working resistance was high, and the grassland was severely damaged. Compared with the independent configuration of the core-share opener, the ditching performance can be significantly improved by installing a root cutter in front of the core-share opener, and the effect of installing the bionic root cutter was better than that of an ordinary triangular root cutter. When the ditching depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm, the ditching stability coefficient of the root-cutting and ditching device increased by 16.67%, 9.54%, and 6.18%, respectively, the horizontal working resistance reduced by 58.73%, 28.15%, and 19.84%, respectively, and the soil disturbance area reduced by 30.58%, 23.73%, and 20.21%, respectively.

INTRODUCTION
The subterranean roots of Leymus Chinensis are intertwined with soil to form the soil–root composites. The formation of the composites enhanced grassland firmness and decreased grassland permeability, which became the direct cause of natural grassland degradation in China (You et al., 2011; You et al., 2011; He et al., 2016). When ditching on natural grassland, the traditional ditching parts frequently fail to create the desired ditching effect. The ditching resistance is excessive, and the grassland vegetation and roots are seriously damaged. At the same time, the excessive disturbance created by traditional ditching parts makes the grassland susceptible to wind erosion, resulting in the deterioration of natural grassland. Therefore, developing ditching parts appropriate for high-firmness grassland is critical.

The current ditching parts of natural grassland are mostly improved by traditional farming parts, such as hoe-shovel openers, arrow-shovel openers, wing-shovel openers, core-share openers, disc openers, etc. (Zhao et al., 2014). Its application in farmland is quite mature, but it has great limitations as a ditching part of natural grassland (He et al., 2015).
Scholars have studied the ditching of high-firmness grassland and reached some conclusions. He et al. (2019) investigated the coupling failure characteristics including surface disturbance and profile, disturbed cross-section area, soil over-turning rate, and coupling forces between the soil layer of natural grassland and selected passive subsoiler-type openers. Liang et al. (2021) achieved steady ditching of shallow grassland layer using a double-disc opener.

To address problematic ditching in high-firmness grassland, this paper designed a root-cutting and ditching device that combines the bionic root cutter with the core-share opener. It could ditch the grassland based on the grooves cut out by the root-cutting operation. The ditching performance of three ditching parts: core-share opener, triangular root cutter + core-share opener, bionic root cutter + core-share opener were compared and analyzed. The findings of the study can be used to generate fresh ideas and references for the design of ditching parts of natural grassland.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

● Experimental site description

The grassland ditching experiment was conducted on September 26, 2020. The experiment site was located in typical natural grassland in the Chabei district of Hebei province (41°28’31.649″N, 115°1’28.733″E). A flat topography and uniform grassland vegetation characterized the trial region. Leymus Chinensis was the dominant grass species in this area. The average of physical parameters of grassland obtained by field measurements were as follows: water content 9.98 %, bulk density 1.41 g/cm³, firmness 2864 KPa, and porosity 50.47%.

● Design of bionic root cutter

Prosopocoilus astacoides feeds on the nutrient solution found in the plant's rhizome. The developed jaw and sharp edges of the Prosopocoilus astacoides enable it to cut the plant rhizome to access the nutrient solution. In this paper, the jaw of Prosopocoilus astacoides was taken as the research object, and its contour curve was fitted to the edge of the root cutter for the optimization design of the root cutter. The jaw contour of the Prosopocoilus astacoides was shown in Fig. 2 (a). Import the image of the Prosopocoilus astacoides’ jaw into the MATLAB software, take points successively for the jaw contour of the Prosopocoilus astacoides by tracing points, and recording the coordinate values of each point (Zhao et al., 2017).

The fitting precision of the curve cannot be guaranteed using the low-order polynomial fitting method due to a large number of data points obtained, while the high-order polynomial fitting method would increase the difficulty of calculation and even distortion. Therefore, the full jaw contour curve of Prosopocoilus astacoides was obtained using the piecewise polynomial fitting method (Liu et al., 2014). The inner and outer contour curves of the Prosopocoilus astacoides’ jaw were split into five stages for fitting in this article. The fitting equations of each stage were shown in table 1, and the determination coefficient for all equations were more than 0.9, indicating that the fitting effect of all equations was good.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The fitting equations of each stage</th>
<th>Determination coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each stage</td>
<td>Fitting equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner contour curve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>$y = 0.106x^3 - 21.04x^2 + 1396x - 3.086e+04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>$y = 7.32x^3 - 1.38e+03x^2 + 8.68e+04x - 1.82e+06$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>$y = -3.27x^3 + 626x^2 - 3.99e+04x + 8.49e+05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>$y = -0.0087x^3 + 1.9x^2 - 1.4e+02x + 3.7e+03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>$y = -0.00022x^3 + 0.074x^2 - 8.8x + 3.8e+02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer contour curve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>$y = -25x^3 + 1.4e+03x^2 - 2.5e+04x + 1.5e+05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>$y = -0.021x^3 + 1.8x^2 - 52x + 6.2e+02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>$y = -0.0032x^3 + 0.36x^2 - 16x + 3.1e+02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>$y = -0.0013x^3 + 0.19x^2 + 11x + 2.6e+02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>$y = -4.3e-05x^3 + 0.018x^2 - 2.5x + 1.3e+02$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fitting curves of the inner and outer contours of the *Prosopocoilus astacoides*’ jaw were shown in Fig. 1.

![Fitting curves of the inner and outer contours of the Prosopocoilus astacoides’ jaw](image)

**Fig. 1 - The fitting curves of the inner and outer contours of the *Prosopocoilus astacoides*’ jaw:**
(a) Fitting curve of the inner contour; (b) Fitting curve of the outer contour

The simulation model of the bionic root cutter was established based on the fitting equations of the *Prosopocoilus astacoides*’ inner and outer contour, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The bionic root cutter model was scaled up and manufactured, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). According to the requirements of the grassland root-cutting operation and the processing size of the test bench, the penetration angle of the root cutter was set to 28.6 °, the penetration gap angle was set to 5.2 °, the blade length was set to 200 mm, the handle width was set to 50 mm, and the total length of the root cutter was set to 775 mm.

![Bionic root cutter](image)

**Fig. 2 - The bionic root cutter:** (a) The jaw contour of the *Prosopocoilus astacoides*; (b) Fitting contour and simulation model of root cutter; (c) Physical tool

- **Design of core-share opener**

  The core-share opener is simple in structure and reliable in operation, and its main structure includes core-share, share handle, and wing plate. It can squeeze the soil on both sides along the ditch gap cut by the root cutter and expand it to seed ditches, which can better cooperate with the root cutter to complete the root-cutting and ditching operation.

  The parameters of the core-share opener were selected by referring to the agricultural machinery design manual and other literature (*CAAMS, 2007; Cao et al., 2016*). A small penetration angle lengthens the share-tip and reduces the opener's strength, while a large penetration angle increases the opener's working resistance. Therefore, the opener’s penetration angle $\alpha$ was set to 24°. A small penetration gap angle lowers the penetration performance of the opener, while a large penetration gap angle readily leads to an uneven ditch bottom. Therefore, the penetration gap angle $\varepsilon$ of the opener was set to 9 °. Due to the small size of forage seeds, the width $B$ of the opener was set to 40 mm.
The chamfer angle affects the slippage of the grassland soil, and the opener's chamfer angle $\gamma$ was set to 60° to reduce soil disturbance. The ridge curvature radius affects the structural compactness of the opener, and the ridge curvature radius $R$ of the opener was set to 300 mm. A high share-height increases the working resistance of the opener, and the share-height $H$ of the opener was set to 110 mm. The structural parameters and physical objects of the core-share opener were shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 - The core-share opener](image)

- **Combined root-cutting and ditching device**
  The combined root-cutting and ditching device was shown in Fig. 4. The main structure includes a traction frame, bionic root cutter, core-share opener, depth-limiting wheel, pressure sensor, and data collector. The test bench was linked with a tractor by three-point hydraulic suspension frames, and the power output shaft provides the operating power.

![Fig. 4 - Combined root-cutting and ditching device](image)

The connection plate connected the bionic root cutter to the core-share opener, and the machine penetrated the soil layer through its gravity. The pressure sensor was installed directly behind the connection plate, and received the horizontal working resistance from the ditching parts, which was then recorded by the data collector. To satisfy varied test requirements, the device can be equipped with the bionic root cutter and the core-share opener at the same time or individually. The ditching depth was adjusted by the depth-limiting wheel and ditching depth adjustment plate.

- **Experimental procedure and calculation**
  To investigate the operating effectiveness of the combined root-cutting and ditching device, the grassland ditching experiment was carried out. There were three kinds of ditching parts: core-share opener, bionic root cutter + core-share opener, triangular root cutter + core-share opener. The triangular root cutter's penetration angle, penetration gap angle, and blade length were consistent with those of the bionic root cutter. The structural parameters of the triangular root cutter were shown in Fig. 5.
The device was operated at a forward speed of 1.08±0.14 km/h pulled by the tractor moving at a slow speed of No.2 level (He et al., 2020). The operating depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm, respectively. The evaluation indicators of the experiment were ditching stability coefficient, horizontal working resistance, and soil disturbance area.

![Fig. 5 - The structural parameters of the triangular root cutter](image)

The ditching stability coefficient was used to describe the stability of working depth during the tillage movements of the ditching parts (Pan et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2019), calculated as follows:

\[
S = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (h_i - h)^2}{N - 1}}
\]

\[
V = \frac{S}{h} \times 100\%
\]

\[
U = (1 - V) \times 100\%
\]

where:
- \(U\) is the ditching stability coefficient;
- \(V\) is the coefficient of variation;
- \(S\) is the standard deviation of depth;
- \(h\) is the average value of depth;
- \(h_i\) is the measured depth value at the point \(i\);
- \(N\) and \(n\) are the numbers of the measurement points.

The working resistance curve of each ditching part in the horizontal direction was collected by the pressure sensor. The stable stage of the curve was selected and its average value was calculated as the horizontal working resistance of each ditching part (Hasimu et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2017).

The soil disturbance area was utilized to assess the disturbance of each ditching part on natural grassland. The pit contour and ridge contour constitute the disturbance contour of the soil cross-section (Huang et al., 2016), as shown in Fig. 6.

The gray figure contour is the soil cross-section disturbance contour, and its area is the soil disturbance area.
The disturbed area of soil was measured by a profiler, as shown in Fig. 7. The profiler was composed of a connection ruler, strip slider, and fixed block. The strip slider could slide up and down along the connection ruler, and was held in place by the fixed block. The soil cross-section disturbance contour measured by the profiler was plotted on the coordinate paper, and the soil disturbance area was calculated.

Fig. 6 - Schematic diagram of the soil cross-section disturbance contour

Fig. 7 - Determination of soil disturbance area

RESULTS

- Ditching stability

After each group's ditching test was completed, the actual ditching depth was measured every 1 m for a total of 8 times. The ditching stability coefficient was computed once the measurement was completed. The computation results were shown in Table 2. The ditching stability coefficient increased with the ditching depth increasing.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of ditching parts</th>
<th>Design ditching depth /cm</th>
<th>Actual ditching depth /cm</th>
<th>Relative error/%</th>
<th>Ditching stability coefficient %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core-share opener</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.7±0.966</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>71.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.0±1.365</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>79.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.1±1.581</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>86.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular root cutter</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.6±0.994</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>76.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Core-share opener</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.1±1.172</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>84.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.3±1.612</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>86.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bionic root cutter</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1±0.545</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Core-share opener</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.7±1.022</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13.9±1.003</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>92.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The relative error between the actual and design ditching depth of the core-share opener was the largest. The relative error of the three ditching depths was more than 19%, making it impossible to satisfy the expected requirements of the design ditching depth. The ditching stability of the core-share opener was the worst, and its ditching stability coefficient varied obviously at different ditching depths, which was greatly affected by the ditching depth.

When the ditching depth was 5 cm or 10 cm, installing the triangular root cutter in front of the core-share opener increased the ditching stability coefficient by 4.83% and 5.31%, respectively. When the ditching depth was deepened to 15 cm, the ditching stability coefficients of the two became nearly identical. Under this ditching depth, installing the triangular root cutter would not help the core-share opener improve ditching stability.

The ditching stability increased even further when the bionic root cutter was installed in front of the core-share opener. The ditching stability coefficient increased by 16.67%, 9.54%, and 6.18% for ditching depths of 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm, respectively. The ditching stability of the core-share opener could still be increased at a deeper ditching depth by installing the bionic root cutter. At varied ditching depths, the relative error between the actual and design ditching depths was less than 8%, and the ditching stability coefficients were all more than 88%. Furthermore, its ditching stability coefficients changed little at different ditching depths, implying that ditching depth has less of an influence on ditching stability.

- **Horizontal working resistance**

The horizontal working resistance of each ditching part at different ditching depths was shown in Fig. 8. The horizontal working resistance of ditching parts increased with the actual ditching depth increase. At the same ditching depth, the horizontal working resistance of the core-share opener was the highest. By installing a root cutter in front of the core-share opener, the horizontal working resistance of the ditching part considerably decreased, and the drag reduction effect of installing the bionic root cutter was superior to the triangular root cutter.

Each curve showed a high degree of fit with the $R^2$ value exceeding 0.96. Because the actual ditching depth of each ditching part varied, the horizontal working resistance of each ditching part was calculated by the fitting curve for comparative analysis when the ditching depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm. Compared with the single configuration of the core-share opener, when the ditching depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm, installing the triangular root cutter reduced the horizontal working resistance by 22.26%, 7.32%, and 3.25%, respectively, while installing the bionic root cutter reduced it by 58.73%, 28.15%, and 19.84%, respectively. The drag reduction effect of installing a root cutter steadily diminished with the ditching depth increasing. When the ditching depth was 15 cm, the drag reduction effect of installing the triangular root cutter was limited, while the drag reduction effect of installing the bionic root cutter was still close to 20%. The bionic root cutter still has a significant drag reduction effect when the ditching depth was deep.

![Fig. 8 - Horizontal working resistance of ditching parts](image)

- **Soil disturbance area**

The soil disturbance area of each ditching part at different ditching depths was shown in Fig. 9. The soil disturbance area of each ditching part increased with the actual ditching depth increase. At the same ditching depth, the soil disturbance area of the core-share opener was the highest.

$$y = 203.48x - 257.56 \quad R^2 = 0.9613$$

$$y = 211.3x - 465.81 \quad R^2 = 0.9996$$

$$y = 192.67x - 649.74 \quad R^2 = 0.9954$$
Installing the root cutter in front of the core-share opener considerably reduced the soil disturbance area, and the soil disturbance area caused by installing the bionic root cutter was significantly smaller than that generated by installing the triangular root cutter.

Each curve showed a high degree of fit with the $R^2$ value exceeding 0.98. Because the actual ditching depth of each ditching part varied, the soil disturbance area of each ditching part was calculated by the fitting curve for comparative analysis when the ditching depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm. Compared with the single configuration of the core-share opener, installing the triangular root cutter reduced the soil disturbance area by 23.09%, 9.46%, and 2.45% when the ditching depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm, respectively, while installing the bionic root cutter reduced it by 30.58%, 23.73%, and 20.21%, respectively. When the ditching depth was shallow, installing the triangular root cutter or the bionic root cutter in front of the core-share opener could significantly reduce the soil disturbance area. However, when the ditching depth was deepened to 10 cm, the effect of installing the triangular root cutter was considerably reduced. When the ditching depth was deepened to 15 cm, the soil disturbance area was reduced by just 2.45% by installing the triangular root cutter, but it was reduced by 20.21% by installing the bionic root cutter. Even though the ditching depth was deep, the bionic root cutter greatly reduced the soil disturbance area.

The disturbance of the grassland surface by the ditching parts was shown in Fig. 10. The grassland surface displayed the phenomenon of big clods being overturned along the furrow after the ditching operation was completed by the core-share opener. The roots of the grassland were turned out with the soil, inflicting significant damage to the natural grassland. After the ditching operation of the core-share opener equipped with the triangular root cutter or the bionic root cutter was completed, no large clods were overturned and the damage to the grassland was insignificant.

![Disturbance of grassland surface](image-url)
As shown in Fig. 11 (a), the core-share opener squeezed out the soil through the core-share during the ditching operation. Due to its large width and poor soil-breaking performance, the core-share opener not only destroyed the grassland vegetation and roots seriously but also created big clods on the surface of the grassland. During the operation of the combined root-cutting and ditching device, the root cutter cut out the grooves on the surface of the grassland and cut off the roots at the same time. Then, the core-share opener squeezed the soil with the grooves cut out by the root cutter. The operation process reduced the pulling of the core-share opener on the roots, so the combined root-cutting and ditching device has less disturbance during ditching operation, as shown in Fig. 11 (b).

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Because of its poor ditching stability, high ditching resistance, and substantial damage to grassland vegetation and roots, the core-share opener was not suitable for grassland ditching alone. The combined root-cutting and ditching device improved ditch stability and reduced the working resistance and grassland damage.

(2) When the ditching depth was 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm, compared with the core-share opener, the combined root-cutting and ditching device increased the ditching stability by 16.67%, 9.54%, and 6.18%, respectively, and the horizontal working resistance reduced by 58.73%, 28.15%, and 19.84%, respectively, and the soil disturbance area decreased by 30.58%, 23.73%, and 20.21%, respectively.

(3) The ditching depth has a great influence on the ditching effect of the ditching parts. When the ditching depth was deep, the ditching stability of the ditching parts improved, but the horizontal working resistance of the ditching parts and the disturbance damage to the grassland increased. When the ditching depth was shallow, the ditching effect could be significantly improved by installing the triangular root cutter or the bionic root cutter in front of the core-share opener. When the ditching depth was deep, the ditching effect improved by installing the triangular root cutter was limited, but the ditching effect could still be significantly improved by installing the bionic root cutter.
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